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J-ntroduction
The Orbiting Solar Observatory -8 (OSO-8) is in a Icw near
_" circular earth orbit gathering basic solar and celestial science data. '
_ This report presents an evaluation of the spacecraft subsystem performance
for the first six months of the mission. Of primary concern is the subsystemper(ormance as rel_*ed t support of the bservato experiments. The : •
_ experiment performance is not presented in detail in this report. The report
begins with a performance summary and concludes with a detailed subsystem
_ performance presentation, plus a brief program history.
Summary
The spacecraft subsystems have continued to support the experiments
operations as required since the Observatory was launched and estabtished
on orbit, June 21, 1975. As of this report, the Observatory has completed
six months of on=orbit operations. The experiments are providing high quality
science data as they have continued to do so since initialturn-on. The
Observatory has been under automatic control of the stored command processor
(SCP) since the first few days of initialorbital operations. Without exception,
;: the spacecraft has responded correctly to all properly formatted commands,
and has transmitted all tape recorder and real-time data errorlessly. All _
c_mmanding and data reception problems have been ground system related, i _:
The Observatory was launched aboard the Delta vehicle on June 21, 1975, _ :
at 7:43 EDT having been delayed one day because of booster electrical problems. _
All boost phase events were nominal with Observatory boom deployment, spinup, ii :
and separation occurring as planned. The boorr, backup commands although sent
_: were not required. The Observatory attitude at separation was within a degree
of the targeted north eclipitic pole and the spin rate was 4. 6 RPNI.
i| z
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:_._ During the JOBURG O pass the wheel squib driver and OGRA B heater
/:
_ _ was turned off, and the sail control signal unit turned on as planned. Approxi-
_: mately one hour later over the MILA station, the despin bearing assembly (DBA), ,
_: nutation damper, and elevation drive assembly ware unlocked and the sail despun
_ with PIA directed at the sun via precision sun sensor (SEAS) control. FoUowing
_i this period for the next few weeks, the spacecraft and experiments were checked
_ out. All experiments were gathering science data within the first week after
_. launch.
The primary design goal of maintaining the solar pointed instrument
_ assembly (PIA) pointing stability to within 1 arcsecond has been achieved with a
performance of 0.34 arcseconds. Likewise, all other pointing and rastering
_ performance requirements have been satisfied. The on-orbit calibration of the i-
_ PIA attitude and pointing direction is a continuing task, but present preliminary i
_i data indicates the design goals of 5. O and 30.0 arcseconds, respectively are !
, being attained. The science data obtained by the solar pointed experiments has
_ been outstanding and achievable because of this fine control subsystem
_ performance.
The Observatory spin axis is being precessed along a desired science
profile with the magnetic torquer. The axis has been satisfactorily changed i
with the nitrogen gas system at the planned profile times. The spin axis wobble I
and nutation is within 0.03 degrees and its attitude i8 being estimated using star
sensor data. The spin rate has been maintained within 6 ±0.5 RPM. Spin. I
corrections have been executed four times. !
In general, spin axis attitude and spin rate control and determination I
| :
are well within design requirements, thereby allowing the wheel experiments i
to obtain precise science data. All other control subsystem data is being supplied i
to the experiments in a satisfactory manner. The initial subsystem configuration 1
with the exception of SEAS A which failed on August 15, 1975, has been utilised
throughout the mission. Although SEAS B has continued to support the mission
satisfactorily, an unexplainable solar intensity measurement, (telemetry) increase
and elevation channel scale factor change has been occurring. This phenomenon
is presently being investigated. It should be noted that the CNRS collimator VHF
susceptibility problem observed during ground system tests appeared in orbit.
The solution to the problem was to use S-band operations whenever the CNI_
collimator was active.
The power subsystem has continued to satisfactorily support all experi-
ments and subsystems within design requirements. The subsystem has operated
automatically in the conflguratiQn established during the initial orbital phase.
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The only exception was an unexplainable turn-off of the Wisconsin regulator.
It was recommanded on and has performed properly without problems.
_" The thermal performance of the Observatory has been as expected7 V
, with the exception of the solar panel and DBA. The lower solar panel is running
warmer than expected at its peak temperature of I09°C (expected was I07°C)
while the upper portion of the solar panel is cooler at the end of the eclipse than
expected., -69°C measured, -5g°C expected. The maximum measured DBA
temperatures of 23 to 29°C exceed expected values by 1 °C at the aft bearing to
4°C at the ECRA. These temperatures are below the DBA design limit of 30°C
_* Temperature difference across the bearings remain small (2 to 3 degrees) and
_ well within the required <15°C.
_- At this point in time (I December 1975) the observatory appears to be
_ nmning warmer than expected but stLt1 within appropriate design limits. However,
L with the approach of Winter Solstice and corresponding short eclipse lengths of
Z4 minutes it appears that temperatures of many of the subsystems wiU exceed
_ predicted values from 5 to 8°C. Although some of these subsystem temperatures
_ are expected to exceed design limits none are expected to reach qualification
_ limits. This expected over temperature condition is presently under study.
_ The telemetry and subsystems operated as designedcommand have
_ with no anomalies. All spacecraft and experiment data has been recorded and
playback or transmitted in real-time as commanded. AU commands have
been executed and no spurious commands observed. Problems related to
commanding, data retrieval, SCP loading, Colorado memory loading, and
tape recorder management have been caused by ground system anomalies.
With the exception of the first few days in-orbit the Observatory ha s been
under automatic control of the SCI n with special tests, events, and tape recorder
dumps being interleaved in real time during selected station passes. The SCP
in being loaded as many as 4-6 times per day. The initial orbital subsystem
configuration is still being used. The recorder B has received the most
usage because of the beginning and end ot tape operational reliability.
-3-
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SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION
Control_ Subsystem
The exceUent performance of the OSO-8 control system is documented I
herein, and compared with the performance required of the subsystem by the
system specification. Additional data are presented which further defines
subsystem operatiov at a level subordinate to the performance requiTement,,
yet serve to detail on-orbit operation of a particular component or which may
serve to describe a particular difficulty or failure situation.
Pe rformance Summary
= This report covers performance of the OSO-8 control subsystem from
launch (day 172- 21June 1975) to orbit 2200 (day 318-14 November 1075). The
=_ performance of the subsystem has been derived from on-orlit telemetry data,
_ compared with the system specification (SS 31331-I00) and the results tabulated
. in Table I. Wherever possible, the GMT time of the occurrance of the data
! used to describe performance, is given for cross reference purposes. Extensive
comments are also included to assist in the interpretation of the data. Figure I
tkrough 8 are referred to and serve to augment Table _ where required.
in general, performance of the control subsystem has been excellent,
The control system has despun the sail night and day, has responded properly
to all commands, has automatically sensed day and night transitions, switching
from gyro mode to precision sun mode and back to gyro mode, has rastered and
offset pointed over tke full solar disk, he.s supported the observatory experiments
with inertial reference and timing signals, and has telemetered its sensor
information enabling precise spacecraft aspect determination.
The only element of the control subsystem that so far has not yielded
trouble free operation has "_een the SEAS sun sensor. SEAS A failed at GMT
227:18:33:38 during the nighttime portion of Orbit 834p and PIA pointing has
been under control of SEAS B ever since. The cause of the failure has been
at.*ributed to a catastrophic short within the unit ca_Ising the unit's fuses to
blow, thereby removing the unit from the non-essential bus. Both sensors
{ have exhibuted drifts in their AGC value (the sensor's determination of solar
brightness), increasing until the telemetry channel saturated. SEAS B has
shown a 5 to I0 percent increase in its scale factor in elevation. Investigations
into the possible cause for each of these phenomena are continuing.
-4-
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SEAS Collimator Performance _,
The collimator channel of the SEAS sun sensor was intended to measure
_- temperature induced shifts in the experiment telescope and to derive offset
: _ pointing commands for the control subsystem so that the experiment telescope :
pointing could be precisely maintained. Figure 9 illustrates the variation of !
the collimat or outputs during the daylight portion of Orbit 182. SEAS A
collimator effectiveness was severely limited by a sensitivity to the space- :
! craft's VHF transmitter, which appeared to have been related to the wheel
booms. Figure I0 illustrates a three cycle per wheel revolution variation
in SEAS A elevation coUimator output. There was also strong evidence that
i stray light in the CNRS telescope was c_using shifts in the elevation collimator i._
channel of SEAS A over the bottom third of the pointing grid. Unfortunately, _
i •SEAS A failed before this problem could be more thoroughly investigated.
SEAS B collimator has worked properly since launch, never indicating the i':
• EMI and stray light sensitivities of SEAS A.
: SEAS AGC Drift
Figure 11 illustrates how the telemetered AGC voltage out of the sensor
_j dipped shortly after launch, and then rose continually until reaching saturation.
: _ The telemetry output i8 buffered from the internal AGC signal by a gain of four.
_ Thus, when TM saturation occurs, there is stiU 75% of the internal AGC signal's
dynamic range remaining. A_ verified by tests on the Engineering Model SEAS,
the normal AGC standardization of the azimuth and elevation channel gain continues.
It is obvious, however, that something has caused the sensor to operate in this
abnormal AGC region. ![_
In searching for an explanation, attention has centered on the increase
in the transmission of light through a thin film (I00_ inconel neutral density
filter that covers all sun looking SEAS eyes. Various effects have been investi-
gated: erosion of the filter from micrometeorite8 and sputtering from charged
particles ranging from trapped protons to molecular structures. The latest
theory is the conversion of the present filter into a more transparent oxide
coating by the chemical reaction of the nickel and chromium with free oxygen.
Suffice it to say, that the cause i8 not yet understood and that investigations
continue hi an attempt to explain the effect.
-5-
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SEAS Scale Factor Variations
Figure IZ illustratesthe variatio,,of the SEAS azimuth and elevation
scale factors since launch. The data shown are from limb measurements made
by the pointed experimenters, and from measurements of the large raster
retrace motion of the PIA as detected by the gimbal angle sensor. There is a
I0_0increase in the apparent solar diameter in elevation (according to the
experimenters). Azimuth appears to be better behaved. Calibrationof the SEAS
scale factor and offsetby the experimenters was always a part of the operational
plan. The rate at which these calibrationsmust be made, particularlyduring
October, comes as the greatest surprise.
Variation of just the elevationscale factor has not been explained. It
may be involved with the AGC driftdiscussed above or perhaps with differential " _
degradation of the elevation eye with respect to the AGC eye. The problem con-
ti_'uesto be explored both at HAC and NASA-GSFC as well as by the e:,perimenters
in Boulder, Colorado.
Pointed Experiment Co-Alignment
Data from the pointed experiments places the CNRS telescope boresight
above and to the rightof the University of Colorado telescope by 35 arcseconds
)
and 15 arcseconds respectively, at the present time. They have seen a shHt
of about 5 arcseconds in azimuth and 3 arcseconds in elevationsince launch.
Nitrogen Gas Leakage
There has been no leakage of nitrogen greater than what can be detected
by the 15 PSI pressure transducer telemetry resolution. A very carcful review •
! of telemetered pressure and temperature data indicates that gas usage is just
! what would be predicted for the maneuvers performed so far.
Bus Transients
At a time after dawn, when the solar panel has replenished the battery I
charge removed during the previous night, the spacecraft bus goes into its
"soft" region, where the bus voltage rises with decreasing current demand along
the knee of the solar panel characteristic, until the bus becomes limited by the
bus limiters. Prior to the beginning of the region, the batteries have been
determining the source impedance of the bus, producing a "hard bus" whose
voltage will not sag when noise currents are demanded by the load. Sim'.larly,
at the end of the region, where the bus limitere determine the bus voltage
{providing the load demand is l.,,c larger than the limiter current), a "hard bus"
is produced. The "soft" region :._i between can allow a 2 to 3 volt b_m voltage
variation in response to noisy currents demanded by spacecraft/experiment loads.
-6-
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The DBA and EDA motors are typical of noisy loads. The situation is
worst for the EDA because of the higher gain-bandwidth to SEAS produced noise.
The situation is aggravated by large negative pitch angles causing high static
EDA currents required to offset flexible cable torque (see Figure 8). Large
offsets in elevation or azimuth further aggravate the situation because of angle
dependent noise produced in the SEAS. All of these effects were established
during system test prior to launch and the necessary protective devices in the
electronics deemed adequate to protect the electronics during the transients.
Because of noise current saturation in the EDA and DBA motors
(the inductive motor loads driven by constant current drivers are rm.uing out
of voltage at these high frequencies), insufficient torque is maintained during
the "soft" region to maintain PLA pointing. As a result, pointing errors of
4.8 arcseconds maximum observed in elevation _nd 6 arcsecond0 maximum
observed in azimuth can result, lasting for as little as 16 seconds and as long as
55 seconds. The numbers quoted above were observed during orbit 1912
(299:05: 58) when the pitch angle was -4.5 ° and the elevation offset point was at
the extreme of the pointing grid. Less extreme initial conditions will prodiace
less disturbance to the pointing accuracies as evidenced by the problem "going
away" once the extreme pitch angle was corrected.
-7-
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One Scan Line
= 44 Arcmtnutes
= 5.12 Seconds
i ,I
t
I sec Turnaround
a Large Fast Paster s sr an llne V
qsm_
It is required that et
least 90_ of • 40 arc-
i _ minute scan line be "_
mm
T within I ercsecond Io,
= 3 ercseconds 3_.
\ 90_ of • 40 ercminute scan line _ 36 arcm/nutes
_ ....... 5.12 seconde
in terms of time, Jo arcmlnuce x 4-_'_8_ = .18 seconds
_----Turr_round tim = 5,12 - 4.18 - 0.% second.
Figure 4. Large Fast Rester Azimuth Turnaround Time
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Power Subsystem
The observatory was launched at summer solstice when solar
intensity is at a minimum level, At that time there was adequate solar
panel current available. The margin at the beginning of the mission was
at least 20% during the longest eclipse and there should be no problem to
support the spacecraft and experiment loads for at least two years.
After sixty days in orbit solar intensity had increased by approxi-
mately 2%. Panel degradation due to radiation during this time was also
approxi_nately 2%. Therefore, solar panel output remained essentially
constant. Panel voltage, current and temperatures are continuously changing
over a full orbit as shown in Figure 13.
The average solar panel voltage before battery clamp is reached
is approximately 30 volts. The preflight pred;.cted solar panel current at
this voltage during summer solstice at beginning of life was 14 amperes.
From Figure 13 it can be seen that the actual measured solar panel current
was very close to this value.
Solar panel temperatures near the end of day at the bottom of the
panel reach a maximum value of 105.4°C. This is approximately 10°C
above the nominal predicted value. For this reason the current at this
time, at a bus voltage of 33 volts, is approximately 0.5 ampere below
the predicted value. However, by this time the battery charge controllers
have clamped the battery voltage and excess panel capacity is being dis-
sipated in the bus limiters anyway.
Solar panel temperatures of the top and bottom sections are plotted
in FigurerS. The top temperature sensor measures the back side of the
panel; the face side is approximately 14°C higher.
Battery performance during the first six months in orbit was
excellent. During the first three weeks in orbit eclipse times were short
and the battery voltages were clamped very early in each orbit day. To
prevent overcharge, charge ca rrents were rapidly forced down to approxl-
mately 0.25 amperes at end of day.
After nine days in orbit, eclipse time decreased to 24 minutes.
As a result, the orbital average battery temperatures slowly rose to a i
peak value of 21.6°C. Battery temperatures decrease to a minimum v'_lu_.
when the eclipse t_.rne reaches a maximum value of 36 minutes. Figure 14.
Or '=t _-_ -31 -
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shows a plot of the battery nurr,ber 1 temperature sensors at that time.
The l 1-cell packs are located next to the rim panel. For this reason
their temperature fluctuates more over a complete orbit than the 10-cell
packs which are located approxirrately midway between the rim panel and
the DBA hub.
Battery voltage, charge and discharge currents are also plotted
in Figure 2 for battery number 1. The performance of battery number 2
is almost identical. This indicates that the two batteries are well matched,
i.e., charge and discharge currents are shared evenly.
The power electronics units are performing in a nominal manner.
Preregulator and experiment regulator output voltages are well within their
s,_ecif_cationrequirements. The battery charge controllers recharge tlle
batteries during the early part of each day period and then clamp the battery
voltage at a suitable value, controlled by the temperature of the 10-ceU
packs. This effectivelyreduces charge current to the 0.2 to 0.4 ampere
ra_e at end of day to prevent battery overheating. The bus limiters are
maintaining the bus voltages below 33 volts by absorbing all excess solar
panel power. Only the four even numbered bus limiters are active -- those
that dissipate heat in load resistors mounted on the S band ground p1_ne
antenna. The other four bus limiters will become active only if experiment
loads become light or if some of the even numbered limiters fail.
The Wisconsin regulator tripped off during the ninth day in orbit.
This appeared to be due to a temporary over-current condition in the exper-
irnent. No commands were sent to the spacecraft from the SCP or a ground
station at that time. The experiment was turned on again with the same A
regulator. The regulator Rnd experiment continues to operate in a satislactory
manner.
Figure !5 shows a plo, of all spacecraft c,_rrents for a full orbit.
During day, the solar panel current divides between the observatory load and
battery charge until the batteries are clamped. Excess panel current is then
forced into the bus limiters. At night the sum of the two battery discharge
currents is equal to the observatory loads.
}
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[ Thermal Performance
The thermal performance of the OSO-I Observatory xor the initial _,months
in orbit is about as expected with the exception of the aolar panel and DBA.
The lower solar panel is running warmer than expected at its peak tempera-
ture of 109°G (expected was 107°C) while the upper portion of the solar
panel is cooler at the end of eclipse than expected, -69°C measured, -59°C
expected. Design operating limit for the solar panel is -65°G to 12_°C
#
with qual values of ±I0°C added. During the sail thermal balance test solar
panel temperatures of -68°C and II0°C were measured. The m_tximum _
measured DBA temperatures of 23 to 29°C exceed expected values by I°C
at the aft bearing to 4°C at the ECRA. These temperatures are below the
-@
DBA design limit of 30°C. {Oual limit is 40°C.) Table 2 compares the
temperature range ovserved during this period in orbit of many of the sub-
systems with the expected temperature band for the orbital life of the
observatory. The maximum battery temperature was observed to be 23°C
while the temperature difference between packs and batteries remained less
I than 3°C and 5°C respectively. See Figure 19 As indicated previously
the DBA thermal performance is about as expected while the AT across the
bearings is approxhnately 2 or 3 degrees, <15°C is the requirement. EDA
temperatures were observed to be within the expected temperature range while
AT from the inner race to the outer race measuring l°G. This value is well
within the required 15°C.
With the approach of Winter Solstice and corresponaing short eclipse
lengths of Z4 minutes it appears that temperatures of many of the subsystems
will exceed predicted values from 5 to 8°C. Although some of these sub-
S
system temperatures are expected to exceed design limits none are expected
to reach qual limits, i
Closer monitoring of the spacecraft pitch angle to maintain it within
the 14" constraint and reduction of the S band transmitter operational duty
cycle from 100% to 10% will minimize expected maximum temperatures.
This expected over temperature condition is presently under study.
Figure 16 shows the thermal response of the solar panel during day "
E
227 (fifty-five days aftex launch). The profile is as expected and is consistent
I with a 30 minute eclipse. The thermal performance of shear webs, rim panel
and forward and aft closeouts for this day have also been included. The shear
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web profiles (Figure i7) and the rim pan, and forward and aft closeout
profiles (Figure 18) are as expected and a._.ee closely with data obtained
during the OSO-8 observatory test performed at Hughes in March 1975.
Figure 20 is a plot of an equip_,_ent shel{ thermal response.
Since the thermal performance of the observatory tends toward
the warm side there is no plan at this time to exercise any o£ the on-board
heaters (i.e., DBA, gimbal saddle).
As of this date the thermal health o£ the observat,:,ry is exceUent
and is expected to remain that way during its operational life.
I
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i
Footnote I: Temperature sensors in these units can read as much as
20"C above the equipment plate I temperature.
Footnote 2: Temperature sensors in these units can read as much as
Z5°C above the equipment plate 2 temperature.
Footnote 3: Tempe:ature sensors in these units will be-<5"C above
the gimbal saddle temperature.
(a) Add 14°C to obtain Solar Cell Temperatures
(b) Temperatures prior to SEAS A Electronics failure
(c) With the exception of the shear webs, values noted are unit
temperatures.
(d) Saturated value. Actual temperature predicted to be -I °C.
(See Figure ZO).
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£igure 16 Measured Solar Panel Thermal Response Day 227
Eclipse Length = 30 Minutes
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Figure 17 Measured Shear Web ThermaIResponse Day ZZ7
Eclipse Length- 30 Mir.utes
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lFigure 18 Therrnal Response of Rim Panel and Closeouts
During Day ZZ7
Eclipse Length = 30 Minutes
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Figure 19 Batteries Thermal Response During Day" 7.27
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Figure 20 Equipment Shelf Thermal Response During Day 227
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Telemetry and Command Subs_
The telemetry and command subsystems continue to operate as
designed after six months in orbit. No data has been lost due to spacecraft
anomalies and no spurious commands have been executed. Three ground
operational problems have been encountered: (I) readout of the Colorado
junior memory utilizing the dwell mode, (Z) tape recorder management
program to minimize reaching beginning/end of tape, and (3) receiving
real-time data via S-band.
The dwell mode problem has been resolved by changing the ground
receiver loop bandwidth from 30 to 100Hz as was determined during pre-
flight system testing.
The initial solution to the tape recorder management problem was
to use only recorder B because it had the proper f-'.x to allow beginning/end
of tape to occur without problems. The management problem was resolved
by programming the record and playback times via the SCP.
Receiving real-time data via S-band was achieved by reducing the
station receiver bandwidth such that lock could be maintained on the carrier
and not a sideband.
The stored command processor (SCP) was turned on and checked
out, using memory A, during early orbital operation, orbit 17. The first
mission sequence was lo_ded and started commanding the spacecraft and
experiments, Colorado and CNRS, during orbit 30. New command sequences
have been formulated and loaded every 6 to 24 hours. The SCP continues to
operate properly, sending commands as expected.
The spacecraft has been operating with the "A' units, so SCP
operation with the "B" units, including memory B, has not been checked
out. Also, memory verification has been performed using VHF dwell mode,
so S-band memory verification has not been checked out. SCP input com-
mands and events which have been received and verified are shown in
Tables 3 and 4
Table 5 lists the units which were exercised via the command sub-
system during this report period.
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TABLE 3
I EVENT FLAG VERIFICATION
m _-
EVEN : FLAG TITLE
FLAG (Subsystem Source) VERIFIED
p. ....
1 N.A.
2 "IM Autorestore Bus (Command)
3 Day Event (Wheel Covtrol) YES
4 Flare Detection (LMSC) YES
5 Flare Start (Columbia) ..
6 SA AnomalyStrat (Frost, Boldt) YES
7 CU Event A (Colorado)
8 SA Anomaly Stop (Frost Boldt) YES
9 CU Event B (Colorado)
10 CU Event C (Colorado)
l 1 Sail AZ Scan Stop (CNRS)
12 Night Event (Wheel Control) YES
1
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TABLE
COMMAND VERIFICATION
COMMAND TI T LE CODE VE RIFLED
1. SCP ON 8-32 YES
24-32
Z. SCP OF'F 8-33 YES
24-33
3. TRANSFER CMD 8-72
24-72
4. S-BAND DUMP ON 8-34
24-34
5. S-BAND I)UMP OFF 8-35
24-35
6. RESET EVENT TM 8-36 YES
24-36
7. INH CMD PROC 8-37 YES
24-37
8, ENABLE CMD PROC 8-38 YES
24-38
9. INII EVT PROC 8-39 YES
24-39
I0. ENABLE EVT PROC 8-40
24-40
11. FGA SEL 8-43
24-43
12. FG B SEL 8--t4
24-44
13. D_'SABLE NON-GRIT 8-42 YES
24 -42
14. PC A. SEL 8-45 YES
24 -45
15. PC B SEL 8-46
24-46
16. ENABLE NON-CRIT 8-4' YES
24-41
17. DATA MOD NEWVAL 8-73 YES
24-73
18. SELECT MEM A. 8-12
24-12
19. SELECT MEM 15. 8-I 3
: 24-13
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ITABLE 5
UNITS EXERCISED
UNIT A B
VHF TRANSMITTERS X X
S-BAND TRANSMITTERS X X ,
FORMAT GENERATORS X
WHEEL PCM ENCODERS X
SAIL PCM ENCODERS X
WHEEL MULTIPLEXERS X
SAIL MULTIPLEXERS X
WHEEL CLOCKS X ""
SAIL CLOCKS X
TAPE RECORDERS X X
WHEEL SQUIB DRIVERS X X
SUN SQUIB DRIVER X X
CMD RECEIVERS X X
DEMOD / DECODERS X X
SCP/MEMORY X
REMOTE DECODERS X
OGRA HEATERS X X
OGRA X
DBA and EDA MOTOR X
WHEEL and SAIL SUN SENSORS X
PIA SUN SENSO:_S X X
SAIL CONTROL ELECTRONICS X
WHEEL CONTROL ELECTRONICS X
STAR SENSOR X N.A.
MAGNETIC TORQUER X N.A.
MAGNETOMETER X N.A.
.._!IUCI!;iI.I_Y L)F TH_
i_iAl, ;A_.':;lg Pt,_"'."
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iTABLE 5
Continued
UNIT A B
POWER
CHARGE CONTROLLERS X X
BUS LIMITERS X N.A.
PREREGULATORS
SAIL X
WHEEL X
REGULATORS
SAIL X
WHEEL X
CURRENT SENSORS X N. A,
OVERLOAD CONTROL X
DBA HEATERS
GIMBAL SADDLE HEATER
i -so-
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PROGRAM HISTORY
On 13 January 1971, Hughes Aircraft Company received official
"go-ahead" by the award of a cost plus fixed fee contract NAS5-11390 for
the conduct of a four (4) month study for the design definition of the OSO-I
Spacecraft/Experiment Lnterfaces for the OSO-I mission. This effort was
completed on 14 May 1971 at which time Hughes was awarded the Cost Plus
Award Fee Contract NAS5-11400 for the design, development, fabrication,
quality and reliability assurance, experiment integration, observatory testing, ._,
launch and post-launch support for three (3) Orbiting Solar Observatories;
Protoflight/OSO-I, Flight OSO-J and K. On 19 November 1973 by contract
modification No. 51 to contract NAS5-11400 NASA officially terminated,
for the convenience of the government, OSO-J and K ]_'light spacecraft.
Subsequently, as a result of fiscal funding constraints imposed by NASA on the
OSO-I program, Hughes Aircraft Company and NASA agreed to complete
performance of the OSO-I Observatory on a 70/30 cost sharing basis with cost
ceiling in lieu of the original Cost-Plus Award Fee Contract. This agreement
was entered into on I I January 1974 as set forth in Contract Modification No. 53
to Contract NAS5- 11400.
Figure I shows the OSO-I Master Schedule that was acomplished from
January 1973 through launch on June 21, 1975.
The following is a brief summary of the problems encountered during
system testing of the OSO-I Observatory;
f
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Remote Multiplexers
] Four multiplexers were removed from the Observatory for replace-
ment of IC's. The failures were caused by static discharge created be the •
low humidity clean room. When the cause was found, all personnel were
required to wear wrist-stats connected to observatory ground. Once this
procedure was followed there were no further occurrances.
Battery Charge Controller
An oscillation problem developed between the two controllers after
integration into the Observatory. Filtering was added into the interconnecting
harness to solve the probleni. "
Magnetic Tape Recorder "_
During test of a similar tape recorder on another program it was
found that the timing circuitry at end-of-tape (EOT) and beginning-of-tape
(BOT) changed such that a mechanical relay received a pulse that was sufficient
to open the relay but not close it ending up in a position midway causing
complete failure of the recorder. Although this situation had a remote probability
of occurring one of the OSO recorders was modified to preclude this unlikely )
o :currance.
PLA Sun Sensor
A number of relatively minor problems with the SEAS and its electronics
have been encountered during this period, all prior to the start of environmental
testing. They fall into three categories; induced failure, fabriation/integration
errors, and design sensitivity. For example, the backup mode for capture
involves slewing the sail by using the gyro to establish the slew rate and the
SEAS to detect and lock on to the sun signal, stopping slew within the SEAS
field of view. Capture from a slew rate of some 2°/sec was required by
specification, because capture would occur too late resulting in oscillation
without closing to null position. The requirement for this mode was determined
not to oe critical and the maximum slew rate for capture was reduced to 0.9"/
second,
1 3
I
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!Star Sensor {GFE)
A removal of the _ignal processor for rework of a loose feed-
through connector was accomplished prior to environmental test.
The following problems were encountered by the experiments
during the system testing of the OSO-I Observatory:
Boldt Cosmic X-Ray. Experiment
Two problems were experienced by the Boldt experiment. The first
is the pickup of 3. Z KHz clock noise in the "A" detector electronics. This
acts as if extra counts are being received by the detector. Since the total count
capability is 100, 00C counts, the principal investigator elected to live with the
3.2K "error". Lack of RF shielding in the vicinity of the clock lines internal
to the experiment has been identified as the primary cause of the pickup.
The second problem, a noisy C-Detector high voltage power supply,
was encountered just after initial experiment turn-on in thermal vacuum.
Within 30 minutes the noise had decreased in a typical outgassing curve down
to essentially normal levels. Operation of the power supply and detector re-
mained normal for the balance of thermal vacuum. The principal investigator
felt the power supply probably is normal and was turned on too early in
thermal vacuum.
CNRS High Resolution UV Spectrometer Experiment
The CNRS experiment experienced two problems of significance,
The least significantwas a short corona experienced in the Lyman Alpha Hi-
Voltage power supply shortly after turn-on in thermal vacuum. The noise
cleared in roughly 5-6 minutes.
A second and more significantproblem was that CNRS triggers
Event Flag No. II into the SCP whenever night is sensed by the day/night
sensor and CNRS is configured in the day mode. The day/night signal re-
configures CNRS, turning off its high voltage power supplies. This experiment
reconfiguring apparently looks like detectio. cf the night star pattern to CNRS
logic circuitry and it sends out Event No. II to the SCP to start star field
scan. This appears to be a normal characteristic of the spectrometer design
and CNRS accepted it as is. A mission constraint has been entered to have
l
r
i
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no operational commands in the SCP for Event No. II when going into night
and to have CNRS reconfigured into night mode or off prior to going into
night when Event No. II commands are desired.
Columbia Graphite Crystal X-Ray Experiment
Several problems were encountered by Columbia in thermal vacuum
and in post-thermal vacuum performance testing. First, Hi-Voltage Power
Supply No. 1 experienced varying voltage levels, going both low and high.
Second, the problem of positioning the internal calibration sources I
with the stepper motors returned. Columbia judged the problem to be software
related.
Third, a detector rise time discriminator did not appear to work
properly at hot (warm) ter.,peratureswith the high energy (Fe55) external source. -w
Yet, it functioned normally with the lower energy internal sources throughout the
temperature range. This would suggest proportional counter no. I probably had
experienced a gas lead.
The no. I counter and power supply were replaced prior to launch.
Frost High Energy Celestial X-Ray Experiment
The Frost experiment had two identifiedfailures or malfunctions. The
first is in the data system. It is evidenced by the loss of the second most
significantbit in each data word. The problem was found to be a faultybuffer IC.
A second malfunction of Frost was the failure of the South Atlantic
Anomaly PMT, apparently as a result of vibration. Since the Frost experiment
has other means of detecting SAA and the spacecraft has a number of methods,
it was the recommendation of the principal investigator that the experiment be
flown with the PMT as is and turned off.
Lockheed X-Ray Heleometer Experiment
The one Lockheed problem occurred at low temperatue in thermal
vacuum. Below 10°C the Lockheed calibration sources do not step properly
when commanded to do so. Lockheed indicated the stepping circuit was not
adequately sized for temperature and the resulting problem was masked by
another trouble during unit level testing of the experiment. No action was
taken since the principal investigatorfelthe can livewith the data he is receiving.
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Wisconsin Soft X-Ray Experiment
The Wisconsin Experiment experienced instances of apparent "extra"
SAE_ MIP and major frame synch pulses. No comparable evidence on the space-
craft side of the interface was identifiable. Some of the "extra" pulses affect
only the special "self-test" logic circuitry in the experiment and will not affect
the in-orbit data taking or results.
Two coronas were encountered in thermal vacuum, one dTle to improper
configuration during pumpdown and the other too high a Torr during a special spin
fixture test between Phase I and II of thermal vacuum. /
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